[The effects of chronic stress on spatial cognitive ability of different sex mice].
To investigate the effects of chronic stress on spatial cognitive ability in different sex mice. Thirty-two adult KM mice were divided into four groups (n=8): male control and chronic stress group, female control and chronic stress group. We used the modified Kaz's methods to build on the chronic stress model of mice, and then used the place navigational testing and the probe trial testing by the Morris water maze to measure the spatial cognitive ability of mice. Following two weeks stress treatment, in the place navigational testing, to male group, the average latency to find the platform in water maze of chronic stress group was longer than that of the control; to female group, the average latency of chronic stress group was shorter than the control. Moreover, the male stress group showed faster swimming speed but longer latency to find the platform. In the probe trial testing the female chronic stress group spent more time in the target quadrant compared to the male chronic stress group. Two weeks' chronic stress could impair male mice's spatial cognitive ability, but improve the female's.